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PPN Rep Name

James Farnan

Other Reps who fed into this Report
(if applicable)

Meeting Name

SPC Meeting

Date of Meeting

2nd June 2021

Elaine Mullan

Location of Meeting

Zoom

Farid Ahmad Mohammad

Agenda Item

Notes

Outcome/Decisions Made

Safe School Programme

Been informed that engagement
has been taken place with 4
schools

Park and Ride Facilities
at Mahon Falls

The council are awaiting a
decision from An Board Pleanála

Street lighting ,Tramore
Area

A commitment was given that it
was in hand and should be
complied, by possibly
September.

Active Travel

March 2021

A presentation was
given and Fergus
updated on the plan
and the various strands
attached to the plan. A
team is in the process
of being formed which
includes a
Communication and
Behavioral Change
specialist. In the Q/A
session that followed I
questioned the role

I was informed by Fergus that
the role would include engaging
with the public and various
organizations during public
consultation on projects
affecting the community and to
drive the projects in a positive
way in the community’s. Elaine
requested that the council
commit to more and better
community involvement and
that the council should have a
robust consultation policy.

Actions Required - by
Who & When

Transport and car
parking

and function of this
person?

Fergus acknowledge there will
be going forward.

Debate around car
parking, reduced
charges for those
working In the city.

Elaine pointed out that there
need to be enhanced
sustainability transport policy
that encourages people to use
public transportation, cycling or
walking to the city.

Under the bus
connects project the
need for a proper park
and ride facility is
required to achieve a
way forward. Park and
Ride facility could also
be a focal point for the
new rent a cycle hire
system being launched.
Park and Ride facility to
include review of
getting to our
Waterford hospital. It
was also questioned as
to what the council can
do to eliminate the
fear especially around
older population of escooters.

It was acknowledged
that there is a lot of
work to be completed
and it was suggested
that would another
working groups help to
move things along.

Fergus outlined the council
constrains around policing escooters. In relation to speeding
of traffic in built up areas a
review is due with the next year
to complete the plan. While
many councilors and the SPC
members agreed that it was
good to see business
recommence concerns were
raised in relation to hazards
which have occurred in relation
to health and safety on
footpaths and walkways. In
many cases steel plates are
protruding out beyond the
barriers of the surrounds,
business will be required to
rectify these issues ASAP.

Fergus replied to say that the
PPN is a working group and that
he did not think that there
would be benefit by having
another tier.

Other Comments/Actions required
from PPN
Date of next meeting
March 2021

Signed (PPN
Representative)

March 2021

